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Explanations that account for complex causation, emergence,

and social-ecological interdependence are necessary for

building theories of social-ecological phenomena. Social-

ecological systems (SES) research has accumulated rich

empirical understanding of SES; however, integration of this

knowledge toward contextualized generalizations, or middle-

range theories, remains challenging. We discuss the potential

of an iterative and collaborative process that combines

generalizing from case studies with agent-based modelling as

an abductive methodology to successively build and test

explanations rooted in complexity thinking. Collaboration

between empirical researchers, theoreticians, practitioners,

and modellers is imperative to accommodate this process,

which can be seen as a first step toward building middle-range

theories.
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Introduction
As social-ecological systems (SES) research is maturing,

calls for moving beyond describing toward explaining and

theorizing social-ecological phenomena are becoming

more frequent [1–3]. In the last few decades, SES

research has accumulated a rich body of empirical knowl-

edge about how the interplay between human agency,

social networks, and ecological dynamics shapes social

and ecological outcomes [4,5]. This in-depth, mostly

place-based knowledge, together with the increasing

availability of generalized knowledge from synthesis

studies [6], provides a valuable source for the
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development of explanations and theory. Generalization

and theorizing in SES, however, face many challenges

because of complex causation, emergent processes,

social-ecological intertwinedness, and context depen-

dence that characterize SES [7�,8–10].

Recent advances in the use of agent-based modelling

(ABM) for explanation and theory development in several

natural and social sciences provide interesting opportu-

nities for overcoming some of these challenges. ABM is

grounded in complexity thinking, allows studying emer-

gent processes and has proven to be a valuable tool for

interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaboration

[11,12]. While ABM is becoming increasingly popular

in SES research it is mainly used for exploring social-

ecological dynamics and global change or policy implica-

tions in particular places, to support participatory pro-

cesses or as a conceptual tool [11]. We argue that ABM

could also be a valuable tool for facilitating a transdisci-

plinary process of theory development that builds on

existing empirical knowledge, particularly recent

attempts to develop generalized knowledge claims

[6,13��]. Yet, combining generalization from case studies

with ABM to develop and test explanations of social-

ecological phenomena is not often done (but see Ref. [14]

for an example and Ref. [15] for a discussion of how meta-

studies can support the development of process-based

land change models).

For this purpose, we introduce here a methodology that

combines case-study research with ABM to facilitate

developing generative explanations, that is, explanations

that specify the causal mechanisms and processes that

bring about a phenomenon of interest [16]. Contrary to

deductive approaches of theory building and testing, this

methodology builds theory from empirical understand-

ing in an abductive manner. The resulting theories are

so-called middle-range theories [17], or ‘contextual

generalizations’ [18] that apply to a delimited set of

cases specified by the conditions under which the pro-

posed mechanisms are effective (see Box 1 for a glossary

of terms).

We aim to advance the development of middle-range

theories of social-ecological phenomena by proposing a

transdisciplinary process of theorizing that iterates

between empirical knowledge integration and modelling.

The approach is inspired by the mechanism-based

approach from Analytical Sociology [16], but extends
www.sciencedirect.com
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Box 1

Glossary of key terms

Term Definition

Explanation Explaining means finding causes of observed phenomena and causal links between those causes and the

phenomenon of interest [56��].
Generative explanation An explanation that postulates a process or a set of mechanisms that generate the phenomenon [41].

Possible explanation An explanation that tells us how the effect could in principle be produced [16].

Plausible explanation A possible explanation is turned into a plausible one through empirical validation [16].

Abduction Inference to the best possible explanation to generate and justify hypotheses. Abduction departs from

empirically observed phenomena and tries to explain them, but does not aim at developing a general law as an

inductive approach.

Middle-range theory An approach that, in contrast to grand theorizing, aims to develop theory situated between a local working

hypothesis and general theories that aim to explain all observed instances of a phenomenon [17].

Mechanism A mechanism consists of entities, the activities they engage in or processes they trigger. These activities or

processes bring about change [16]. In SES entities can be social or ecological. A mechanism does not have to

be deterministic.
beyond it by incorporating diverse knowledge sources

and ways of knowing through a collaborative process of

developing, testing, and refining explanations. This

methodology requires empiricists, theorists, practitioners,

and modellers to work together across disciplines and

methods. ABM can be used as a tool to collect, contest,

compare, and integrate these various types of knowledge

and understanding. In this article, we first discuss current

trends in generalizing from case studies in SES research

and review the potential of ABM for developing explana-

tions of phenomena recently put forward in several natu-

ral and social sciences. We then propose four steps to

combine empirical synthesis with ABM and discuss their

potential for supporting an abductive and iterative pro-

cess of theorizing that moves from empirics to theory and

back.

Case study methods for finding
commonalities and generalizing across cases
Synthesizing empirical evidence across cases to identify

common patterns, mechanisms or drivers of SES out-

comes has recently received increased attention, particu-

larly in the subfield of land system science (see Figure 4 in

Ref. [13��] for a review of studies in land system science

from 1995–2012). These studies have applied a variety of

qualitative and quantitative case study and synthesis

methods. A review of a subset of the most commonly

found methods in SES research provides insights into

their use, as well as their potential to support theorizing

(Table 1). One important feature is the level of explana-

tion, that is, the extent to which an analysis with a

particular method can establish causality between the

outcomes of interest and hypothesized causal factors [6].

Synthesis or case comparison methods provide opportu-

nities for theorizing but also have important limitations

when it comes to identifying causal mechanisms, dealing

with complex causation and the dynamic, out-of-equilib-

rium nature of SES. They can contribute different aspects

to an explanation, from identifying key factors, such as
www.sciencedirect.com 
trust, to elaborating conditions, such as institutional set-

tings or social or ecological network structures (see also

Ref. [13��] for strengths and limitations of synthesis

methods). While they provide valuable clues about causal

effects and can test predefined hypotheses, standard case

comparison and synthesis methods can provide little

insight into the causal mechanisms or pathways that

generated the phenomenon [19]. Common statistical

methods used for quantitative meta-analysis, moreover,

are based on assumptions such as excludability or no

interference, that are violated in SES because of feed-

backs between social and ecological processes or other

issues of endogeneity [7�,20]. Endogeneity refers to a

situation where dependent variables may also act as

independent variables. Structural equation modelling

and longitudinal analysis can overcome some of these

limitations; however, the former has so far little been used

in SES. Finally, comparative methods are constrained by

the available case studies [21], and are mostly static which

limits their ability to capture how processes leading to a

SES phenomenon unfold.

Novel methods such as Qualitative Comparative Analysis

(QCA) and network analysis can capture more complex

causation through establishing combinations of causes

(QCA) or identifying structural characteristics of social

and ecological interactions that are associated with a phe-

nomenon of interest (network analysis). These methods,

however, can only capture a small set of drivers and can be

very data intensive [20,21]. They are also limited in their

ability to uncover causal mechanisms. Here, in-depth

qualitative case studies become instrumental as they can

provide insights into causal mechanisms when related to

theories or existing knowledge [22��]. A few recent studies

have applied process tracing, for instance, to identify and

test causal pathways that lead to an outcome of interest,

such as the emergence of a new policy framework [23]. In-

depth case study methods focus on within-case inference,

and thus require case selection techniques, be based on

theoretical ideas about mechanisms or combined with case
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2019, 39:44–53
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Table 1

Overview of case study and synthesis methods. The list of methods is not comprehensive but presents a subset of methods that have

recently been used in SES research for explanation and theory building. We acknowledge that the description of the procedure may not

represent all applications of the respective method.

Method Procedure Levels of explanation Examples from SES research

Framework/

typology-

building Synthesis of empirical insights

with the purpose of identifying

concepts and processes that are

part of explanations. Often

developed from literature.

Providing guidance for further

empirical investigations about

concepts, variables,

mechanisms or causal

relationships that may explain a

phenomenon.

Social-ecological system transformation

constitutes change in two core elements – natural

capital and ecosystem services, and includes

subprocesses clustered in four phases [26].

Social-ecological collapse is defined by fast loss

of identity and social-ecological capital, with

lasting consequences and can occur through

14 alternative mechanisms [3].

Quantitative

meta-analysis Statistical analysis of

explanatory power of

independent variables for

explaining variance in outcomes.

Usually involves a large number

of cases.

Establishing the conditions,

factors or attributes that

contribute to a phenomenon.

Leaders and robust social capital combined with

incentives (e.g. catch shares) contribute to

successful fisheries co-management [27].

Slow, path dependent institutions with exclusive

access to the resource contribute to alternative

stable states – conservation or overharvesting

[28].

Qualitative meta-

analysis
Often a systematic review of

qualitative case data and coding

of key variables, for example,

process components, causes

and outcomes. Systematic

approach allows for comparison

across cases and establishing

patterns. Usually performed in

medium-N studies.

Establishing a set of key causes

and conditions, associations

between causes and outcomes,

causal patterns or processes

common across cases, that can

contribute to explaining a

phenomenon.

Adverse livelihood outcomes of large-scale land

acquisitions frequently occur through a range of

processes such as elite capture or competitive

exclusion, while sustainable outcomes occur

through for example, benefit creation, adaptation

and co-existence [29].

Involvement of resource users in governance and

contextually appropriate policies are associated

with effective governance of squid fisheries [30].

Longitudinal

studies

Analysis of repeated measures

or observations of a set of

variables through time.

Performed in a single case or in

small number of cases.

Establishing and testing causal

effects through analyzing how

quantitative or qualitative

variables change through time.

Domestication of fire by humans has over time

resulted in change in social and social-ecological

interactions (e.g. human interactions with

predators or burning of landscape) and humans’

ecological niche, which led to a large-scale

social-ecological regime shift [31].

Funding collaborative Watershed Councils in the

state of Oregon is linked to improved water

quality over short-term horizon. The relationship

is mediated by attributes of the Council (e.g.

operating budget, staff size) [32].

Qualitative

comparative

analysis (QCA)

Method relies on Boolean

algebra to represent each case

as a set of cause-outcome

relationships and systematically

compare the sets. It occupies a

methodological space in-

between qualitative and

quantitative meta-analyses.

Involves a small to medium

number of cases or longitudinal

data.

Establishing combinations of

causes that are necessary and

sufficient for the phenomenon of

interest across cases.

A set of multi-level governance linkages (e.g.

presence of research-oriented partnerships)

have determined emergence of local autonomy in

Costa Rica biodiversity governance; however, a

different combination of linkages were important

for its endurance [33].

Three types of outcomes of small-scale fisheries

interactions with international seafood trade are

mediated by a combination of conditions (e.g.

stock decline and rising conflict result from lack

of institutions and patron-client relationships)

[34].

Social or social-

ecological

network

analysis

Analysis of how structure/

structural conditions influence

the phenomenon of interest

across cases. Performed in

single-case or small-N studies.

Establishing associations

between patterns of

interdependencies of actors

and/or actors and different

ecological components or

resources and the phenomenon

of interest.

Different types and structures of social-

ecological networks are associated with varying

capacities to face different governance

challenges [35�]. For example, when two or more

actors are managing (or competing for) the same

ecological component, their joint ability to

manage it sustainably increases if they are

socially connected [36].

Identifying social-ecological

processes that generate a

specific structure.

Pre-existing collaboration structures were found

to positively impact legitimacy of natural resource

co-management, while various networking

strategies (e.g. deliberative attempts to influence

collaboration) can have further positive effect

[37].

Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2019, 39:44–53 www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1 (Continued )

Method Procedure Levels of explanation Examples from SES research

Process tracing
Tracing causal processes and

conditions that brought about a

phenomenon. Applications of

the approach are diverse and

different in terms of their

conception of causality

(deterministic, probabilistic,

configurational). Typically, an in-

depth, single case analysis.

Establishing causal mechanisms

that link cause and outcome,

and its context.

Environmental interest groups influenced the

2013 EU Common Fisheries Policy reform

through obtaining information, resources and

access by building lobbying coalitions [23].

Emergence of self-organization under presence

of conflict in Georgian Bay region is explained

through a set of four causal mechanisms –

perceived problem severity, institutional

emulation and entrepreneurship and fear of

marginalization [38]
synthesis methods to strengthen generalization [22��,24]. A

recent interesting development is the application of pro-

cess tracing in combination with QCA in comparative case

study designs [25].

To overcome limitations of individual methods and

increase the strength of their causal inference, SES scho-

lars often use mixed method approaches that combine

quantitative with qualitative methods [20]. The combi-

nation of quantitative studies of causal effects with quali-

tative single case studies on causal mechanisms, however,

faces epistemological challenges [6]. Furthermore, not all

methods can be combined because they may be based on

incommensurable ontologies and epistemologies, which

is a critical limitation of multi-methods approaches that

needs to be carefully considered.

In summary, using and combining multiple approaches of

within-case and cross-case analysis are thus fundamental

for developing understanding of causes of social-ecologi-

cal phenomena [7�]. At the same time there remain

critical limitations and gaps regarding the analysis of

complex SES that are difficult to overcome with empirical

methods alone. These include the ability to: (i) deal with

complex causation resulting from interacting social and

ecological processes that unfold over time through mutual

influence; (ii) study processes of emergence [20]; (iii) test

causal claims through interventions or counterfactual

analysis [19]; and (iv) compare alternative explanations

for a particular phenomenon of interest. Some of these

limitations can be overcome by combining these empiri-

cal methods with ABM.

Developing explanations of complex system
phenomena through agent-based modelling
ABM is a computational method that represents different

types of agents, their attributes, interaction structures and

behaviors and simulates their interactions with each other

and their environment over time. Agent-based models are

used to study emergent, meso-level and macro-level

outcomes and perform experiments to test whether

changes in the action logics of agents, their relational

structures or the environment are likely to change the

outcome [39,40]. ABM provides generative explanations;
www.sciencedirect.com 
an observed phenomenon is explained by postulating a

process or a set of mechanisms that generate the phe-

nomenon [41].

The potential of ABM as a method to contribute to

explanation and theory development has recently been

highlighted in several natural and social science disci-

plines (Table 2). All disciplines highlight the ability of

ABM to simulate features of complex systems, particu-

larly: (i) the emergence of system-level or macro-level

outcomes from dynamic, micro-level interactions

between heterogeneous agents; (ii) the temporal evolu-

tion of the system, including path dependence and feed-

backs resulting from interactions between agents; and (iii)

the embeddedness of agents in bio-physical and social

environments which they shape through their actions and

interactions. These abilities make ABM a relevant tool for

developing explanations of emergent social-ecological

phenomena. The different disciplines highlight different

potentials of ABM including their use as, for example,

virtual laboratories (ecology), for studying micro–macro

links (sociology, psychology), or improving existing the-

ory through introducing more complexity (ecology and

economics). These differences can in part be explained

by different foci of the disciplines, such as a strong focus

on micro–macro interactions in sociology versus a focus on

general theory in ecology and economics.

The usefulness of ABM for explanation lies in its ability

to serve as a tool for reasoning about how a phenomenon

could possibly have been brought about [42] and for

counterfactual analysis [43]. A simulation, however, can

only provide a possible explanation because multiple

mechanisms can bring about the same phenomenon

(equifinality) [44]. The explanatory power of an explana-

tion thus needs to be validated with empirical knowledge

and data [45�,46]. Some fields have highlighted the ability

of ABM to support knowledge integration for theory

building, both through, for example, combining quanti-

tative and qualitative aspects of cause-effect chains in the

model itself (ecology, [47]) and through processes that

support dialogues between different meta-theoretical

foundations (economics, [42]). The latter is supported

by the flexibility of ABM which is not based on a
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2019, 39:44–53
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particular theory and can accommodate many different

assumptions and types of knowledge [48].

In summary, ABM has been established as a tool to

develop generative explanations of complex system phe-

nomena across disciplines. It allows to test whether the

hypothesized mechanisms give rise to the phenomenon,

to unravel the generative process, to test causal claims

through counterfactual analysis, and compare competing

hypotheses. To realize its potential for explaining SES

phenomena it needs to, however, be combined with

empirical knowledge about possible explanations.
Table 2

Overview of the use of agent-based modelling (ABM) for explanation

psychology entry combines literature from social psychology [41], org

Field Procedure Potential h

Ecology Models serve as virtual laboratories to

investigate which micro-level

interactions cause macro-level patterns

[45�].

Models ca

qualitative

chains acr

levels and

structure, 

local intera

interplay o

levels [47].

Empirical patterns at different levels are

used to design and parameterize

models with the aim to predict

ecosystem behavior (pattern-oriented

modelling [45�,51]).

Causal rela

and can b

data in mo

statistical 

Models of different levels of complexity

are compared to identify key

mechanisms [47].

Economics

Agent-based models are

complementary to equation-based

models. Their combination supports

plurality of schools of thoughts and

methods [54,55]. Theoretical and

empirical ABMs are both useful;

theoretical ABMs express and extend

existing theories; empirical ABM

synthesize mechanisms and explore

their empirical validity.

Agent-bas

more dime

models. Th

power bec

and reality

more oppo

validate m

exist [54].

Models are

reasoning 

framework

between d

foundation

Analytical sociology

A hypothesis about a generative

mechanism, that is, a set of actors, their

attributes and interactions, is

formulated in a model that can then be

run to engender the process that may

generate the phenomenon. The model

is used to (1) test the generative

sufficiency of the identified mechanism,

and (2) describe the generative process

that was triggered by the model and

produces the outcome [56��].

ABM allow

It facilitate

social dyn

heterogen

It is a pow

‘transform

link betwe

macro-leve

which it en

level entitie

interdepen

Connectio

empirical d

real word 
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Combining empirical synthesis with agent-
based modelling in an iterative,
transdisciplinary process
We propose a four-step,  iterative methodology for

combining empirical synthesis with ABM to advance

explanation and theorization of social-ecological phe-

nomena (Figure 1). The methodology builds on the

insights presented above and our experiences with

combining empirical synthesis and ABM in collabora-

tive research processes that involved empirical scien-

tists, theoreticians, and modellers [14,59,60]. The steps

are as follows:
 and theory development in the natural and social sciences. The

anizational psychology [49] and social sciences in general [50�]

ighlighted by the field Limitations highlighted by the field

n connect quantitative and

 aspects of cause–effect

oss different hierarchical

 investigate how population

spatial heterogeneity, and

ctions create a complex

f feedback processes across

Many parameters require detailed

system knowledge and imply

susceptibility to errors [47].

tionships are represented

e confronted with empirical

re informative ways than

associations alone [52,53].

For the purpose of theory building,

which should go hand-in-hand with

solving applied problems [45�], the

general validity of the model is still often

derived from the ‘goodness-of-fit’ with

empirical data [52]. This, however, is

often impossible in the strict sense since

the macro-level patterns cannot be

measured directly [47].
ed models allow to explore

nsions than equation-based

ey improve explanatory

ause the similarity of model

 can be better assessed, and

rtunities to calibrate and

odels with empirical data
ABM alone cannot contribute to good

theory development but needs to be

triangulated with other methods [42]
 tools for how-possibly

[42]. ABM is a flexible

 that can support a dialogue

ifferent meta-theoretical

s [48].

s generative explanation [46].

s an analysis of the complex

amics of evolving,

eous and interacting agents.

erful tool for addressing the

ation problem’, that is, the

en the micro-levels and

ls, because of the way in

ables the modelling of low-

s’ behavior and their

dence.

There is a risk of falling back onto

reductionist, individualist construction,

and analysis of the model without

considering macro-level structures and

cross-level causation [57].

n between ABM and

ata is essential for explaining

phenomena [46].

Understanding the processes in the

simulation that produced the

phenomenon of interest is difficult,

however, if they are not specified the

explanation is incomplete [56��].

www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 2 (Continued )

Field Procedure Potential highlighted by the field Limitations highlighted by the field

Psychology ABM is used to understand dynamic

interactions among agents that underlie

social phenomena [41].

ABM is the only approach that can

facilitate analysis of sets of

heterogeneous agents interacting and

communicating in different ways [50�]. It

moves beyond static relationships

between variables [41] and allows

investigating development over time,

feedbacks and path dependence [49].

It is challenging to get the right balance

between simplicity and complexity

when specifying a model.

Agent societies are (1) operational

platforms where theories get converted

into falsifiable hypotheses; (2)

experimental laboratories where

theories get gradually and thoroughly

controlled; (3) multilevel worlds where

the level of the agent is clearly distinct

from the macro-level, and unforeseen

effects and emergent properties of

interaction can be observed [50�].

ABM forces the researcher to think

about interactions across levels and

scales (macro–meso–micro, past–

current–future) [41,49,50�]. It allows for

representing and studying human

behavior in the contexts it is situated in

(cognitive, affective, interpersonal, and

cultural) [41].

Difficult to switch perspective to agents

and interaction for researchers who

have been trained to think and perform

variable-based modelling (Anova,

regression, and causal modelling) [41].

ABM can only provide a sufficient

explanation of the phenomenon of

interest, not a necessary one [58].
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A transdisciplinary process of combining generalized empirical knowledge with agent-based modelling (ABM) to develop explanations of SES

phenomena. The orange circle indicates the steps and methods applied through the process of developing, testing and refining explanations. The

blue circle shows the collaborative nature of each step. The dotted line indicates the generation of novel questions during the process of

developing possible explanations.
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� Step1:Developingpossibleexplanationsof the empirical

phenomenon through generalizing empirical knowledge.

� Step 2: Formalizing each explanation in a model and

testing whether it generates the phenomenon in the

simulations (generative sufficiency). Analyzing the

causal processes that have produced the phenomenon

in the simulation.

� Step 3: Validating the possible explanation with empir-

ical data and expert knowledge to turn it into a plausi-

ble explanation.

� Step 4: Refining the explanation and the conditions

under which it holds through further testing, for exam-

ple, in different contexts and conducting novel case

studies or data analyses to address novel questions that

arose throughout the process.

All steps are embedded in a collaborative process that

ideally involves disciplinary and interdisciplinary scientists

as well as practitioners (Figure 1, outer blue circle). A

diversity of participants is essential for providing different

empirical, theoreticalandtacit knowledgeandperspectives

in order to critically reflect upon, accumulate and triangu-

late understanding and evidence about causal effects and

mechanisms [7�]. Step 1 of such a process is the joint

identification and definition of the phenomenon of interest

and the development of conceptual diagrams or conceptual

models representing one or several possible explanations

thereof [71]. These explanations are developed based on

knowledge from case studies usingmethodsoutlined above

as well as experience and expertise of the participants.

Often a combination of synthesis and case study methods

will be required to develop an understanding of possible

causal relationships and mechanisms at play.

The resulting conceptual models or causal diagrams

represent possible explanations, that is, hypotheses about

social and ecological entities, their attributes, behaviors,

relations and interaction structures that jointly may have

produced the phenomenon, as well as the conditions

under which they hold. Conceptual models and diagrams

have proven to be useful tools for facilitating processes of

interdisciplinary collaboration [61�,62]. The process of co-

developing one or several conceptual diagrams facilitates

making assumptions, understandings and worldviews

explicit and supports a process of reflection. In doing

so, different understandings do not necessarily need to be

integrated; it is often more valuable to develop alterna-

tive, possible explanations and learn through comparison.

Step 2 involves the formalization of the possible expla-

nation, or explanations, in one or several agent-based

models. This entails not only formalizing the causal

mechanisms and components of the possible explanation

as identified in step 1, but also designing other elements

of the artificial world, in which the social and ecological

agents interact. Different explanations may share ele-

ments, but the combination of factors and interconnected
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2019, 39:44–53 
processes is unique to an explanation. Choices about the

components of alternative explanations and their condi-

tions should ideally involve the entire team. Model

formalization also involves collaborative decisions on

the system boundaries and the level of complexity of

the model, that is, choices about which details matter for

the question under study. Once the model is designed

and verified, simulation experiments are carried out to

test whether it can generate the phenomenon of interest

and, if so, under which conditions. These experiments

involve turning elements of the mechanism and support-

ing conditions on and off to test how outcomes are

affected. Further experiments focus on unravelling the

processes, feedbacks and structural conditions that gen-

erate the phenomenon through counterfactual and sensi-

tivity analysis. These experiments are used to test the

impact of parameter value variation as well as the impact

of the choice of critical structural assumptions, such as the

model of agent decision making, that may or may not be a

key component of the explanation.

In step 3, the empirical validity of the possible explana-

tion(s) is assessed which, together with the refinement in

step 4 is another collaborative endeavor as all participants

reflect on, refine or refute the explanation(s) based on

their knowledge and empirical evidence. The empirical

validity of the explanation(s) can also be assessed using

pattern-oriented modelling [51].

Throughout the process, particularly during explanation

development and refinement, new questions may be

triggered which can inform a new data collection or

analysis. The sequence of steps and the entry point

presented here are only indicative as each process will

be unique. Most likely some steps take place iteratively

and in parallel, and practical constraints may make some

more prominent than others. Overall, it is a continuous

process, through which possible explanations are gener-

ated, tested, refined, tested again to gain confidence

about when, that is, under which conditions, causal

explanations hold.

Concluding reflections
Recent advances in generalizing from SES case studies

and explaining complex phenomena through ABM pro-

vide novel opportunities for theorizing social-ecological

phenomena. Combining generalized empirical knowl-

edge with ABM in a transdisciplinary process allows

building evidence and confidence of causal claims and

provides an empirically grounded, complexity-based

methodology for developing middle-range theory. The

use of ABM is particularly interesting for SES research

because it is one of the few methods that allows simulat-

ing processes of emergence (bottom up) as well as macro-

to-micro, top–down effects [50�]. Both are relevant for

understanding the complex causality that characterizes

SES. Empirical, case-based research and ABM
www.sciencedirect.com
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complement each other and jointly facilitate establishing

causal mechanisms and the contexts in which they are

effective if used iteratively in a reflexive, collaborative

process. The transdisciplinary process lies at the interface

between empirics and modelling when at different stages

possible explanations are developed, contested and scru-

tinized or model results are analyzed and discussed.

Some combinations of case study or case synthesis meth-

ods and ABM are particularly interesting, such as process-

tracing with ABM [59], qualitative typologies with ABM

[63], mixed method approaches and ABM [14] or network

analysis and ABM [64]. Field experiments, that is, behav-

ioral experiments conducted in field settings, are also

interesting as ABM can test the causal relations identified

through the experiments (see Ref. [65] for an example of

combining lab experiments and ABM). These combina-

tions are promising because they allow developing and

testing causal mechanisms (process tracing), capturing

diversity of human behavior (qualitative typologies,

behavioral experiments) or interactions among multiple

factors (mixed method approaches), or establishing the

effect of network structure for a phenomenon and vice
versa of the phenomenon on changes in network struc-

ture. They also allow developing and comparing alterna-

tive explanations.

The link between empirical knowledge and ABM

described here is different from most commonly found

model applications. Contrary to empirical models, the

empirical research is not primarily the source of data to

specify functions, or parameterize and validate the model

[66], instead the empirical research is used here to

hypothesize, select and identify the causes and causal

processes that may have generated the phenomenon of

interest. The ABM is thus not aimed at prediction or

assessment but a tool for formalizing and testing causal

analysis. This use of ABM is similar to the mechanism-

based approach proposed by Analytical Sociology [16] and

recently put forward for SES research [1] but extends it in

three important ways: (1) the development of possible

explanations and their exploration with ABM are based

on a synthesis of empirical knowledge, which can be

informed by different theoretical foundations but is not

a priori based on a particular theory; (2) the models are

stylized as they build on synthetic insights not individual

case studies, (3) the development, validation, and refine-

ment of explanations are carried out in interdisciplinary or

transdisciplinary teams in order to integrate disciplinary

knowledge and practical experience, but also to capture a

plurality of perspectives.

This combination, however, does not come without chal-

lenges and is not a silver bullet. The scope and validity of

the generalized knowledge used for developing possible

explanations need to be carefully assessed [6]. There is

also no procedure for how to incorporate knowledge from
www.sciencedirect.com 
the many existing descriptive SES case studies into

‘elements that can play a crucial role in causal narratives

about other concrete cases’ ([22��], p. 7). In general, more

work is needed to better understand how to link different

types of empirical explanations with the requirements of

generative explanation in ABM, that is, a representation

of a possible explanation in terms of the social and

ecological entities, their properties, relations, behaviors,

interaction structures and environments that may have

brought about the phenomenon. Finally, unravelling the

complex causal processes that bring about an emergent

phenomenon in an agent-based model is not straightfor-

ward; however, the development of more sophisticated

model analysis techniques is an active research frontier

[67]. Finally, the interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary

process we propose is time demanding, may be con-

fronted with ontological or epistemological incompatibil-

ities and other common challenges of such processes [68].

Despite these challenges, we find the advancement of

explanations and ultimately middle-range theories of

social-ecological phenomena through synthesis and inte-

gration of knowledge from continuous, iterative, abduc-

tive, and transdisciplinary processes promising. Participa-

tory model development and analysis have already proven

to be a valuable tool for processes of co-developing

sustainable solutions [12]. We extend this point to argue

that modelling is equally valuable in collaborative pro-

cesses for theory development [14,69,70]. The process of

generating and sharing knowledge to co-construct a con-

ceptual model affects how we identify and address social-

ecological phenomena. If carried out carefully, it can

foster open discussions that enable sense making and

unravelling the complexity of SES in a way that acknowl-

edges and builds on a plurality of perspectives. Such an

empirically driven process should engage with the theo-

retical backgrounds of participants but not be restricted

by particular theories. It should rather embrace plurality

and allow for the development of complementary expla-

nations that can be tested and compared through ABM.

However, some guidance for incorporating different evi-

dence and knowledge is essential. Lastly, experience so

far proves that research that aims to explain and theorize

the causal complexity of SES phenomena typically goes

beyond the scope of an individual research project or a

PhD thesis, and needs to be embedded in larger research

programs or collaborative networks to mobilize the diver-

sity and critical capacity of interdisciplinary work.
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